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LOVE-the stuff of romance and dreams, ecstasy and pain. Who in the world doesn't want it in

their lives? Together with health and prosperity, universally love is one of three things that most

people want. If you're interested in using feng shui to attract love, but are afraid to make a

mistake, this book's for you! Whether you want to improve your family, business or romantic

relationships, let internationally-recognized celebrity consultant and best-selling author Angi

Ma Wong guide your way. User-friendly and alphabetically listed, Feng shui Dos and Taboos for

Love provides you with hundreds of tips from many different feng shui schools to help you

reach your goals with confidence. From the boardroom to the bedroom, friends to families,

harmonious and successful relationships achieved through feng shui can empower every

person who reads this book.
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A PERSONALMESSAGEIT’S BEEN THRILLING TO EXPERIENCE THE PHENOMENAL

success of my bestselling book Feng Shui Dos & Taboos, both in its original and gift versions.

Thank you for raving about it and recommending it to so many others, thus contributing to its

extraordinary popularity. Once again, I’m delighted to share my Chinese heritage with you—in

an easy-to-understand and user-friendly format—to help you achieve your goals.Many of you

have corresponded with me to describe the positive changes that feng shui has brought to your

lives, thus validating the power of this wonderful knowledge. And my sincere appreciation goes

to those of you who have committed yourselves (as I have) to maintaining the cultural integrity

of feng shui by keeping it close and true to its Chinese roots. “When you drink the water,

remember its source” is an old Chinese proverb that reminds us to practice feng shui with

respect and reverence for the culture from which it originates, as well as with pure hearts and

strong intentions.IN MY TRAVELS AROUND THE GLOBE—FROM ISTANBUL TO Illinois, from



New Zealand to New England—unequivocally, there are three universal things that people

desire the most in their lives: love, good health, and wealth. I’m delighted to focus on the first

topic in this book. And since I’ve been married to my husband, Norman, for 35 years, I feel very

qualified to pen this book.“The best and most beautiful things in the worldcannot be seen or

even touched.They must be felt with the heart.”— HELEN KELLERWITHIN A FEW MINUTES

OF OUR MEETING AT A CHINESE NEW Year celebration, I had the attractive banker in the

expensive suit pegged as a type-A personality—intelligent, focused, aggressive … a typical

woman warrior.“Many men come in and out of my life,” she confided during our consultation,

“but I quickly get bored with them. However, I’m in my 30s, and I want to marry and settle down.

Give me one quick tip on how I can achieve this.”As she spoke, she showed me around her

bachelorette bedroom, and I noticed the location of the doorway.“Tell you what,” I said. “I’ll give

you two. Your bedroom door in your marriage area represents the men in your life coming in

and out. Keep your bedroom door closed all the time, except when you’re using it, and tie two

red ribbons on the inside doorknob.”Two years later, I bumped into the banker again.“I’ve been

meaning to contact you all this time!” she said. “Within a month of doing what you suggested, I

met the man I married, and we have a baby girl!”LOVE IS THE STUFF OF DREAMS, DRAMA,

AND DREAD, AS WELL as agony and ecstasy. And yet who among us can live without it?

Scientific research has shown that both plants and people perish without attention and care.

The pages that follow will concentrate on providing tips on attracting many different kinds of

relationships— not just the romantic or passionate kinds. After all, we experience the love of

our families long before that of friends, lovers, mates, or partners. Love blossoms from the

seeds of harmony, kindness, communication, commitment, respect, affection, and growth.Feng

shui must be practiced in concert with your spiritual, emotional, physical, and intellectual

development. Just like the legs on a table, all of these aspects of your well-being contribute to

your being centered or grounded. And without your active involvement in creating your own

luck, your efforts and intentions will be weakened and less successful. Romance means that

you must take risks to become involved with another person … so read on!I dedicate this

newest work to you, so that through feng shui, you can energize both your relationships and

your life.Best wishes,Angi Ma Wonge-mail: amawong@worldnet.att.net

INTRODUCTIONFENG SHUI BELONGS TO A HOLISTIC PHILOSOPHY THAT encompasses

chi gong, tai chi, acupuncture, acupressure, martial arts, herbs, tonics, and the many practices

associated with traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). All of these pursuits share the same three

basic concepts: energy flow, balance and harmony, and the five elements.First, there is what’s

known as chi in the Mandarin dialect or hey in the Cantonese dialect spoken in Southern

China, Hong Kong, and Singapore (and by the old-timers of the world’s Chinatowns). Chi

defines the cosmic energy or aura that emanates and surrounds all things, be they organic or

inorganic. Chi is water, wind, the sun’s rays, a person’s spirit, magnetic fields, and the multitude

of energy forms that exist. Sometimes chi is visible and sometimes it isn’t. We cannot see the

sun’s rays or the wind, only the manifestations of their power. We cannot see the magnetism of

the earth’s poles or the moon’s gravitational pull, but we see how the world’s climate and tides

change.In feng shui and TCM, beneficial chi always flows in wavy or curved lines, like the wind

and water in nature. A meandering stream is fast enough to remain a fresh source of water, but

slow enough to create still pools for fish and add enriching soil to its inside curves. Very few

instances of perfectly straight lines occur in nature, except in short segments. One example is

the straight stalk between the canes in a bamboo or sugar plant. Almost all other straight lines

that exist in the world are man-made, and are consequently considered unnatural. For



example, when river water travels along a straight path, it’s at its fastest and most powerful,

destroying or killing everything in its way. To describe this destructive energy, the Chinese use

the word sha (which literally means “to kill”) as a modifier in front of chi, creating sha chi,

meaning “killing energy.” However, sha chi doesn’t translate to “poison arrow” as some other

feng shui books have stated.Good feng shui promotes and creates positive air and traffic flow—

in both interior and exterior environments—by avoiding the killing energies created by straight

lines and their convergence, such as the corners of buildings, roads, tunnels, streets, and so

forth.The second fundamental concept of feng shui is that of balance. The familiar symbol of

the tai chi (also known as the yin/yang symbol) literally means “ultimate energy,” as it evolved

from the Chinese idea of the origin of the universe. In the beginning, there was chaos, with air

and earth swirling around, until eventually, the heavier particles settled and clumped together,

creating planet Earth and clearing the skies to create the heavens.Figure A – The Tai Chi

SymbolThe tai chi symbol also represents the duality of the universe and everything in it—the

yin and the yang. Yin, meaning “dark,” is the feminine half: soft, negative, passive, and

nurturing. Yang means “light,” and it’s the masculine half: hard, positive, and aggressive. The

yin and yang are not opposites of each other; rather, they’re halves of a whole, with the S line

between them moving, depending on the balance of the two. This symbol also reminds us that

when the yang is at its zenith, it begins its transformation into yin, and vice versa, in much the

same way as midnight is the beginning of a day, and noon is the beginning of night. Note that

the tai chi design has a dot of the yin in the yang half, and a dot of the yang in the yin: The

Chinese realized thousands of years ago that every man had a bit of the female within him,

and the female had a bit of the male. Today, that idea has become a familiar expression said to

men: “Get in touch with your feminine side.”The third major idea in both feng shui and TCM is

that of the five elements: wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. They relate to each other in two

different ways, generative and destructive. In the generative relationship, one element is the

source for the next; while in the destructive cycle, an element can destroy another. There’s

nothing superstitious or metaphysical about these relationships—in fact, you can see them at

work in nature.Figure B – The Generative and Destructive Element CyclesMost of us

understand how wood creates a fire, fire creates earth (a volcano’s lava produces new land),

earth creates metal, metal generates water (water appears on a metal surface from

condensation), and water nourishes wood (all plant life).On the other hand, plants (wood)

deplete earth in order to grow, earth will hold back water (in a dam), water extinguishes fire, fire

melts down metal, and metal (in the form of pruning shears, axes, and saws) cuts down

wood.These three concepts are interrelated and complementary, serving as the foundation for

feng shui.FIVE COMPONENTS OF DESTINYIn Chinese thought, feng shui is only one of the

five components that make up our destinies. The other four are fate, luck, charity, and

education.Fate represents all the circumstances of our birth: where, when, which family, birth

order, ethnicity, socioeconomic circumstances, and so on. Luck consists of three different

kinds: man-made, pure, and heaven. Then comes feng shui, the ancient Chinese environment

system of aligning human energies with that of nature and the universe. Next is charity and

philanthropy: doing good deeds and creating good karma through one’s thoughts and actions.

Last is education and self-development, as we should always be stretching our minds, bodies,

and spirits to higher levels.
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Laura, “A simple and cute intro to Feng Shui. If you are looking for a deep exploration of how

feng shui works this is not the book for you. I picked this up on a whim one day in a bookstore.

So I already knew that the book is small, but fairly thick. It is packed with useful little feng shui

inspired tips on mostly do's and a few don'ts from a FS perspective. I would say that most of

these tips are in line with common feng shui philosophy. Not a lot of explanation, just wise

tidbits. Most are for improving the flow of energy and minimizing negative influences. Do buy

new bed linens after a relationship breakup. Don't store clutter under your bed. Do keep photos

or paintings of happy couples. Don't decorate with dried(dead) flowers. There are over 300 of

these small and doable suggestions. If you only implement a few you will be improving the flow

of chi in your home for the better.”

The book by Angi Ma Wong has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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